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Concerning the knowledge domain of anticipation – awareness of early
contributions in the context of defining the field
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The knowledge domain of anticipation is still in the process of being defined, and is
therefore subject to controversies. Science was never an endeavour of consensus but rather
of debate. This additional argument to the debate integrates awareness of the early Soviet/
Russian contributions to a science of anticipation. From this awareness derives the
understanding of why anticipation faces opposition from established viewpoints. This
article ascertains that anticipation advances a fundamental view of the living. Within this
view, anticipation is always expressed in action. Short of this definitory condition,
anticipation fades into the grey mass of speculative predictive methods.

Keywords: action; anticipation; change; possible future

An issue of legitimacy

The international conference Anticipation – Learning from the Past. Early Soviet/Russian
contributions to a science of anticipation (September 2014, Delmenhorst) was conceived with
the express goal of bringing to the attention of those interested in the knowledge domain of
anticipation the work of exceptional scientists who were, without any doubt, pioneers in the
field. To understand what their work means, we need to define a perspective, which will serve
to frame anticipation in the current context.

It was said that if Germany, through the murderous Nazi regime, had not lost its Jews –
many killed, some survived by seeking refuge elsewhere – the country would probably be a
superpower today. (In some respects it is, because although it lost the war, it won the peace.)
It can be said that if the Soviet Union had not, from time to time, brutally oppressed its Jews
(not only Jews were oppressed, of course), moreover if the Soviet Union’s breakdown had
not triggered the haemorrhage of talent (with many Jews, but not only, seeking better working
conditions abroad), the USSR or Russia (even without the republics that gained indepen-
dence) would still be a superpower. The countries forming the Soviet Bloc (as it was called)
were affected as well. Many of the emigrants are by now members of academia (and some-
times of Academies) in the USA, Great Britain, France and Germany; some are working in
the Middle East; and some are the new venture capitalists who push the fast pace of today’s
technological renewal.

These introductory lines, not about Jews or any other groups that suffered under commu-
nism (or under fascism), will not remain unchallenged. In reality, the majority did not identify
with a religion, or even with a culture different from that of the Soviet Union (or of Germany
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under fascism, for that matter). Regardless of how history would have played out, we know
that much of the creative energy of many scientists was wasted under a substantially totalitar-
ian regime, which did not allow their scientists the liberty of identification through their own
original ideas. Their work was repressed in their countries, and not acknowledged outside for
reasons of appeasement. Quite a large body of work associated with those scientists remains
little known in our world to this day. Re-evaluation of their work is long overdue so that it
can be made available to the extent that it remains relevant to science. Indeed, what counts is
their science – and, of course, their moral standards.

In this spirit, the international conference that I organized within the framework of the
Study Group on Anticipation at the Hanse Institute for Advanced Study, focused on the
works of Orbeli (1923), Ukhtomsky (1923), Uznadze (1925), Vygotsky (1926), Beritashvili
(1932), Anokhin (1935), Bernstein (1935), Sokolov (1963), Luria (1970) and others. But
there is more to their work, which constitutes a body of knowledge waiting to be acknowl-
edged and continued by others. Moreover, those who were not explicitly on the Conference’s
agenda researched subjects that belong to the broader meaning of anticipatory systems. The
Conference facilitated the building of a momentum favourable to further describing the intel-
lectual fervour of anticipation-inspired inquiry, and to disseminate it. George Klir, whose
activity at the International Journal of General Systems cannot be praised enough, graciously
offered to dedicate an issue of the Journal to contributions related to the Conference’s focus.
This opportunity aligns with Klir’s initial openness towards Robert Rosen’s publications;
therefore, it invites some thoughts on what foundations are and how new ideas, in this case
pertinent to anticipation, face resistance.

Darwin (1871, 3), in a book in which anticipation is incidentally present, took note of the
fact that “ignorance more frequently begets confidence than does knowledge”. If the degree
of success of a field of inquiry had anything to do with how often its label is used (the man-
tra of search engines), we could say that anticipation has made it. The word is in everyone’s
mouth – unfortunately for the wrong reasons most of the time. (Quantum mechanics and
genetics seem to be cursed with similar success.) Neither is history per se, as a timeline of
events – i.e. the narration – a source of scientific legitimacy. Nevertheless, when the timeline
reveals successive expressions of knowledge and is substantiated by experimental evidence,
legitimacy ensues on account of a successful record. Those who ignore such a record of
tested and confirmed knowledge give in to the embrace of ignorance to the same extent as
those who use a concept without understanding it. Their endeavours end up undermined by a
confidence that is at best illusory.

Was there a Soviet School in anticipation studies?

With all this in mind, the late discovery of the “Soviet School” in anticipation is less a sub-
ject in the history of science and more an opportunity to define the meaning of anticipation.
As far as I know (Nadin 2010), very few of those active in anticipation research early on
were aware of the contributions coming from behind what used to be called the “Iron
Curtain”. Even among those who are currently interested in the subject, there is little, if any,
interest in the ideas of their predecessors from the Soviet Union – or from any other place,
for that matter. Nevertheless, in establishing an encompassing science of anticipation, a
foundational effort that does not integrate early contributions is simply not possible, and cer-
tainly not valid. Rosen (1991) placed anticipation in the framework of his encompassing
attempt to define what life is – a fundamental subject of science and philosophy. Louie
(2006, 50) defines a “Rosen’s Trilogy” in this respect. My own understanding of anticipation
is grounded in neuroscience. In this Journal (Nadin 2010), as well as in the Prolegomena
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(Nadin 2012) to the second edition of Anticipatory Systems (Rosen 2012), I put Rosen’s work
in a broader context. The fact that self-proclaimed experts and chairs of university pro-
grammes remain, wilfully or not, ignorant of such a context comes as no surprise. When the
horn of self-adulation blows loud, to hear anyone else becomes impossible. But let’s not
waste time with the insignificant. Rosen experienced the same disdain, and happily ignored
his detractors. Unfortunately, in the Soviet Union, those whom the authorities – in politics
and in science – attacked could not ignore their situation. Their livelihood was undermined.

Rosen was aware of some research and publications that preceded his work. He cultivated
respect for those from whom he could learn, Rashevsky, in particular. Whitehead (1929),
King (1938), Shackle (1938), Kelly (1955), Svoboda (1960), Powers (1973), Bennett (1976),
among others, approach anticipation from the perspective of philosophy, anthropology, control
theory, psychology or economics (Nadin 2012, xv–lx). The contributions of the Soviet-era
scientists predate their writings, which are mostly couched in psychology, as well as in the
study of the nervous system. In more recent times, scientists active in artificial intelligence,
neural networks, adaptive learning systems and cognitive science (Balkenius, Kopp, and
Pallbo 1994; Davidsson 1997; Knutson, Westdorp, and Hommer 1998; Dubois 2000;
Balkenius and Johansson 2007, to name a few) joined the effort, but not so much through a
preoccupation with foundations as with domain-specific work related to particular aspects of
anticipation. The situation was not different in the Soviet Union.

Respectful acknowledgement of contributions rarely qualifies as foundational. The motiva-
tion for this special issue of our Journal is to further contribute to a reference library on the
subject of anticipation. But if we are interested in their foundation, we’d better build on it by
integrating the particular ideas they developed.

Science censorship

Establishing foundations is not an easy enterprise, especially in an age of impatience in which
all that counts is the immediate “return on the investment” (often in the form of yet another
start-up). At stake is the legitimacy of the anticipation perspective. Indeed, we must continue
foundational work – even in an age when fundamental research is looked down upon. Within
this ambitious endeavour, the research that took place in the Soviet Union (since ca. 1930)
deserves not only acknowledgement, however tardy, but especially re-evaluation, in view of
the current state of science and philosophy. In many respects, the forerunners are still ahead
of us. To exemplify the thought, I will make reference to the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physiology
and Medicine (Nadin 2014b).

Nobel Prizes are not conferred upon the dead (unless by accident!). The Nobel Committee
broadcasted the 2014 award in Physiology or Medicine for the discovery of the “GPS” in the
living (i.e. “… cells that constitute a positioning system in the brain”). It went to meritorious
scholars, no doubt about that. But the fact that way before them, others defined spatial nav-
igation cannot become a mere parenthesis in the history of science, to be ignored or forgotten.
In his research, O’Keefe correctly references the work of Tolman (1948). Most striking is the
fact that the work of Ivan S. Beritashvili (also known as Beritov) in the 1930s was totally
disregarded by those defining the scientific context (i.e. the Nobel Prize Committee). But
O’Keefe was aware of it: he had many of Beritashvili’s works translated, as he proudly
informed his hosts during a visit to Beritashvili’s Institute at the University of Tbilisi,
Georgia.

During the conference, Merab Tsagareli, an expert on Beritashvili, presented evidence of
Beritashvili’s pioneering work in anticipation. Spatial navigation, in particular, has a strong
anticipatory dimension, to this day not clarified in detail. Little did Tsagareli know that soon
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after his presentation it would again become evident why we need to reassess the
contributions made by scientists of the former Soviet Union. Some of them were isolated
from the international scientific community; others were vilified. The reassessment is not for
reasons of sympathy, or for the sake of history, or for seeking legitimacy in historic narration.
It is a necessary step towards making progress in the foundation of the study of anticipation.
References pertinent to the subject (Beritashvili 1927, 1932, 1959, 1963, 1965, 1966, 1969;
Bures and Buresova 1990; Jensen 2006) are part of this attempt to consider contributions
based on which we can further our knowledge of anticipatory processes and the role they
play in defining the living.

Was the absence of Beritashvili’s work a simple omission? Probably not. Bernstein’s work
sheds light on my evaluation. It also informs us, so many years after his painful experience,
concerning the sometimes strange ways in which scientific renewal comes about, and might
become subject to censorship. In a recent review of a new biography of Pavlov (Specter
2014), we read: “The Soviets came to regard Pavlov as a scientific version of Marx” (126).
For those never exposed to the rules of totalitarianism, a short explanation: first the easy
reference: Marx, demonized in capitalist societies, was the ideological god under communism.
Ivan Pavlov, a physiologist and Nobel laureate (1904), advanced the (famous) model of
conditioned reflexes (Pavlov 1927). This ascertained the central role played by the cerebral
cortex. Bernstein, respectful of Pavlov’s work, produced evidence of motoric activity that was
not reducible to the reflex, but an expression of anticipation. I will not detail his arguments
here, but rather explain that to challenge successful, though incomplete, scientific theories can
be dangerous. In his biography of Bernstein, Feigenberg ([2004] 2014) goes into the details
of a conflict of scientific views that was hijacked in the politics of science (anti-Semitism
included). One more reference: Rose (2006, 62) mentions that the concept of autopoiesis –
also related to anticipation – “reprises the earlier term, system-genesis, introduced in the
1930s by Soviet neuropsychologists, in particular P.K. Anokhin”. The Making of Memory.
From Molecules to Mind (Rose 2012) contains other examples along this line.

It will come as no surprise that similar situations are experienced in the “free world”.
(Rosen’s biography documents this possibility.) Anticipation as a scientific construct does not
fit the traditional mindset of science. Scientific censorship often means that ideas challenging
established perspectives are ignored, discarded and rejected from funding opportunities. They
are also omitted from publications and from the institutional structure of educational
institutions. Academia sometimes imitates political power games.

Let me repeat: this special issue is intended as a reference publication. Therefore, it was
not conceived as a mere addition to proceedings of a conference, or as an act of rehabilita-
tion. It has its own justification and extends to original contributions that transcend those of
the “classics”. To place contributions such as those of the scientists discussed in this issue in
the perspective of their relevance to a science of anticipation is a challenging task. We look
back not only from the perspective of the knowledge available today, but also in full
awareness of the original context. Of course, some aspects of the context in which their
contributions were made usually escapes us.

A broader view: anticipation is definitory of life

I will take the opportunity to suggest a bridge between findings and views, such as those
reported in this issue, and the challenging question of the condition of anticipation. For this
purpose, I shall reiterate the operational definition that defines my own views: An anticipatory
system is a system whose current state depends not only upon previous states, but also upon
future possible states (Nadin 2012, xxxiv). Please note that the future in question is pertinent
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to the open-ended, ever-changing space of possibilities. Within this view, pretty much
consonant with Robert Rosen’s conception, anticipation is a definitory characteristic of the
living.

Along the timeline of individual life, there are many instances of augmented anticipatory
expression. Behaviours associated with reward/punishment processes are produced as typical
examples. They are usually associated with particular somato-cortical processes. As impres-
sive as such examples are, they do not report on the complexity of anticipatory processes. In
the family of suggestive examples, sexuality figures high in terms of how frequently it is used
to exemplify how a possible future (hugging, kissing, sexual encounter) affects a current state
(and how attractions are established). Moreover, given the fact that abiotic conditions (rainfall
levels, wind velocity, barometric pressure, etc.) affect flora and fauna, some researchers have
tried to infer from sexual behaviour to weather patterns (Pellegrino et al. 2013). This might
sound far-fetched, but only for those who are not aware of the richness of anticipation expres-
sion (avoidance of danger, finding sources of nourishment, integration of effort and much
more). Modified sexual behaviour, always driven by the anticipation of reproduction, docu-
ments the interactive nature of the relations between the living and the physical environment
(to the extent that we can ever effectively distinguish between them). However, in order to
grasp the depth and breadth of anticipatory processes, and the richness of anticipatory
expression, it is more beneficial to point to reproduction (in humans, animals, plants, etc.).

Throughout the history of science, many descriptions, some very precise, of reproductive
processes have been advanced in almost all cultures. Furthermore, spectacular progress in
genetics and molecular biology, as well as in neurophysiology, has provided extremely
detailed descriptions of the anticipation implicit in reproduction (e.g. Brunton and Russell
2008; Moya et al. 2014). Anatomical, physiological, emotional and other changes (such as
hormonal) are associated with fertilization and early embryo formation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Anatomical changes in anticipation of pregnancy challenges.
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It is a large-scale, holistic preparation, extended, in some limited way, even to the partner.
(Men get “pregnant”, as well, and not only in a figurative sense.) Women who go through
pregnancy have reported nausea, fatigue (usually associated with progesterone levels), heart-
burn, sleep deprivation, leg cramps (calcium absorption is the usual culprit, although things
are more complicated than that), increased frequency of urination (the growing uterus puts
pressure on the sphincter), swelling, back pain, gum disease, anaemia, etc. The skin darkens
and mood swings are not uncommon. At closer look, all such symptoms – usually examined
within the typical cause–effect paradigm (deficient absorption of calcium, to name the appar-
ent cause of leg cramps) – are connected to a multitude of adaptive processes in anticipation,
not in reaction, to the formation, growth and development of the foetus. The neuro-endocrine
systems and the associated hormones characteristic of pregnancy are only part of the broad
process of making life from the living, within a context of internal and external influences of
all kind.

The complexity of the process escapes a full and non-contradictory description (Nadin
2014a). The entire process of reproduction has an internal coherence that integrates
pre-fecundation, fecundation, pregnancy, parturition, lactation and maternal behaviour. If we
consider only all that is involved in lactation – which is evidently anticipatory, and not in
reaction to a baby’s need for the mother’s milk – one can get an image of the undecidable
nature of the entire process. For the sake of example (part of the broader image), the secretion
of oxytocin from the posterior pituitary gland prepares milk ejection, but also parturition, at a
well-defined moment in time, by stimulating uterine contractions. The rapid onset of motherly
actions and the modulation of emotions are associated with the dendrites of magnocellular
neurons. The simplistic image conjured by associating fatigue with progesterone levels is
complemented by understanding opioid inhibition and the action of relaxin, a pregnancy pep-
tide hormone. In view of all this, fatigue translates as part of a larger process in which some
behaviour is expressive of protective processes. Yet again, as a suggestive example: some
brain processes associated with pregnancy and giving birth are short-lived, while others
extend to maternity. Maternal aggression (different in animals and in humans) involves the
olfactory bulbs, the amygdala, parts of the hypothalamus, etc. Olfactory memory of the newly
born in the woman giving birth plays a different role than that in the ewe that has given birth.
This is the classic example of how bonding takes place. Lorenz’s work of 1943 (published in
English, 1952) on imprinting acquires new meaning in this anticipatory perspective.

The main reason for the example given above is that the view on anticipation that defines
my perspective is probably difficult to reconcile with that of the authors present in this issue.
As a matter of fact, my view remains quite distinct from that of the majority of those who
claim an interest in anticipatory systems. This in itself does not qualify the knowledge
expressed as more significant than that of less restrictive epistemological premises. (Some
authors extend the notion of anticipation to the realm of the inorganic.) But the definition that
serves as the premise for my views does establish a coherence that cannot be achieved by
those willing to use the word anticipation for qualifying phenomena or processes such as
guessing, expecting, forecasting, predicting, planning or prospection – a later concoction of
dubious psychological elaboration (Gilbert and Wilson 2007; Seligman et al. 2013).

Quite a number of researchers who express interest in anticipation are under the impres-
sion that their intuitive take on the meaning suffices for their claim to competence. Moreover,
they come to the subject biased through an understanding of reality as being undifferentiated.
This fact goes back to the view of life that has dominated ever since vitalism – i.e. the notion
that a clear-cut distinction between the living and the non-living is not possible – was
debunked. No one dedicated to scientific rigour would go back to the primitive views con-
tained in vitalistic thought. For research in anticipatory systems to make progress, it would be
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encouraging if more scientists would debunk the primitive assumption that change in the
living and in the physical are the same. Reductionism and determinism served well for the
acquisition of knowledge under circumstances of relatively slow change. By now, they
are rather unproductive simplifications that prevent a better understanding of the dynamics of
the living.

In a rather provocative study, Verstack et al. (2014) produce data on “the growing impact
of older articles”. Of course, in considering the Soviet School, “older” cannot mean 15 years,
but rather around half a century ago, which Scholar Metrics (used by the Verstack “group” of
Google data-mining) still ignores. On the shoulders of the “giants” introduced in the volume
dedicated to the Soviet/Russian study of anticipation (Nadin 2015), and in this special issue
of our Journal, the quality of future scholarship in anticipation will be augmented. The broad
intellectual map of theories and experiments is indicative of a convincing progression from
observation to a slowly emerging, distinct body of knowledge that escapes the traditional
reductionist model of the experience. Anticipation cannot be reduced to physics, or to psy-
chology, physiology or any other field of knowledge. It has ascertained its own domain of
knowledge. It comes to expression in open systems; therefore, mappings to closed experi-
ments and inferences from such experiments to reality are not productive. The conference,
together with the printed contributions of many distinguished researchers, is yet another
instance in the process of sharing knowledge. It is my hope that through this issue of the
IJGS, we are offering access to information of relevance that was not yet fully integrated in
the scientific awareness of our time.

Disclosure statement
No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author.
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